
Part time work for high-schoolers

  
One of the most challenging dilemmas for parents is whether to give the chance of working in society to 
their children in their teenage yearswho are before they becoming an adult. As teenagers are extremely 
vulnerable, some people profoundly feel that working in at this these ages could exposedisposes this 
sensitive age group/our teenagers to perilous mental damages. Nevertheless, I personally believe that it 
is very astounding rare/golden opportunity for adolescents to improve their abilities by working part-
time jobs and finally it can prepare them to reach the zenith of their future profession. Following an 
appropriate job have has some outstanding privileges which are indispensable for this these ages.

The first privilege is having self-confidence which will be attained by working in this ages. It makes sense 
a person who believes in himself would be prosper in his future career. For instance, my cousin is an 
astonishing example for this. In his adolescent adolescencehood he worked as a photographer assistant. 
Meanwhile, he was studying photography in school. Today he is adjunct professor of photography, with 
huge wealth and impressive prestige.

At the second, I think a teenager who closely is in touch with society can earn some essential skills for 
adult life. In another words/simply put, in adolescent ages with by obtaining some crucial abilities like 
relating properly with people and regulating our relationship in overwhelming circumstances, we 
undoubtedly will experience a more healthy adult life. For example, a teenager who has been deceived 
by others, will be prepared in adult life to anticipate the danger and prevent it. Furthermore, we can 
instruct him to manage this damages and we can develop his skills to cope with the problems what he 
will face in his future. virgule

eventually, I strongly believe that not only is doing a part-time job is not hazardous but also it can 
vaccinate the teens’ brain effectively from varies mental diseases in their adult life. It seems to be great 
if we encourage teenagers to learn how to protect themselves from dangers which they may face 
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